
Year 6

Cross Curricular Links - Highlighted Green
Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring1 Spring2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Curriculum
Topic

The Victorians
Local History & Geography Theme

WW2
Evolution & Habitats Science Theme

Ancient Greece
History & DT Theme

Fabulous
Finish

Victorian Non-Chronological Report
Creating / Pitching Own Invention

Electrical Circuits

Perform Start of WW2 Speech
Anderson Shelters

Linnaean Classification System

Greek Masks Exhibition
Greek Travel Brochure

Olympics - PE Showcase

Cultural
Capital

Whole School Theatre
Show

Harry Potter Studio
Tour

Natural History
Museum
Imperial War
Museum

Metro Bank Residential Mosque Visit

key Texts

Classic Text: Street
Child by Berlie Doherty

Text: Harry Potter and
the Philosopher’s
Stone

Classic Text:
Goodnight Mister
Tom by Michelle
Magorian

Text: Letters from the
Lighthouse

Class Book: Who Let
the Gods Out?

Text: Greek Myths

Reading

Autumn &
Spring -
DERIC

Summer -
CUSP

Focus on:
-  the core text for
summarising and
understanding authorial
intent
- an extended narrative and
a news report for retrieval

Focus on:
- the core text for
comparing and authorial
intent
- a biography, a report and
a letter for retrieval
- the core text for
summarising and giving a
personal response
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- the core text for
comparing and giving a
personal response
- a poem, a letter and a
narrative extract for
inference
- the core text for
comparing and
understanding themes
- a report, an advertisement
and a narrative extract for
retrieval
- the core text for
summarising and giving a
personal response
- a discussion, a
description and a narrative
extract for inference
- the core text for predicting
and authorial intent
- an extended narrative and
a report for retrieval
- the core text for
summarising and
understanding themes
- a news report, an internal
dialogue and an interview
transcript for inference

- the narrative extracts and
a discussion for inference
- the core text for predicting
and understanding
- a news report, a poem
and a narrative for retrieval
- the core text for
summarising and giving a
personal response
- the narrative extracts and
a discussion for inference
- the core text for predicting
and understanding themes
- a news report, a poem
and a narrative for retrieval
- the core text for
summarising and
understanding authorial
intent
- a poetry extract, a
playscript and a leaflet for
inference
- the core text for predicting
and understanding themes
- a poem, a discussion and
a narrative for retrieval
- the core text for
comparing and a personal
response
- discussion, a balanced
argument and an
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advertisement for inference

Expose children to a variety of texts to continue to develop a love of reading.

English Street Child

Purpose: To entertain
Text Type: Description
Outcome: Character
description

Purpose: To entertain
Text Type: Narrative
Outcome: Street Child
– Flash back story

Purpose: To inform
Text Type: Biography
Outcome: Favourite
HP character

Purpose: To persuade
Text Type: Advert
Outcome: Teacher at
Hogwarts

Purpose: To Discuss
Text Type: Balanced
argument
Outcome: Muggles /
Half Bloods - should
they be allowed to be
educated at
Hogwarts?

English

Purpose: To
entertain
Text Type:
Description
Outcome: WW2
London Setting

Purpose: To inform
Text Type:
Recount
Outcome: Diary
entry evacuee

Purpose: To
Discuss
Text Type:
Newspaper article
Outcome: The
Blitz

English

Purpose: To entertain
Text Type: Narrative
Outcome: War Story

Purpose: To inform
Text Type: Report
Outcome: WW2

English

Purpose: To entertain 
Text Type:
Description 
Outcome: Mythical
creature

Purpose: To entertain 
Text Type: Short
Narrative
Outcome: Myth 

English

Purpose: To persuade
Text Type: Letter
Outcome: Capturing
a mythical creature

Purpose: To Discuss 
Text Type: Newspaper
Outcome: The
Capture
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GPS Letter (consonant /
Vowel)
Capital Letters
Prefix / Suffix
Full stop, question
mark, exclamation
mark, apostrophe,
comma, inverted
commas, ellipsis, bullet
points
Tense – past / present /
future
Word Classes – noun /
verb / adjective / adverb
/ determiner / modal /
preposition / pronoun /
possessive noun

Parenthesis - brackets,
dashes
Statement / Command
/ Exclamation /
Question
Synonym / Antonym
Cohesion / Ambiguity
Conjunctions –
subordinating /
coordinating
Subjunctive

Subordinate
Clause / Relative
Clause
Fronted adverbials
Singular / Plural
Active / Passive –
subject, object
Formal / Informal
Semi colon / colon

Consolidation Applying GPS in writing.

Maths Number - Place Value
Number - Addition,
Subtraction,
Multiplication and
division

Fractions
Number - decimals
Number - percentages
Geometry - position
and direction

Geometry -
position and
direction
Number – ratio
Number - algebra

Measurement -
perimeter and area
Geometry - properties
of shape

Statistics
Investigations
Applying maths to real
life scenarios

Investigations
Applying maths to real
life scenarios

Science Curriculum – Working scientifically.
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● Planning different types of scientific enquiries to answer questions, including recognising and controlling variables where necessary.
● Taking measurements, using a range of scientific equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision, taking repeat readings when appropriate.
● Recording data and results of increasing complexity using scientific diagrams and labels, classification keys, tables, scatter graphs, bar and line graphs.
● Using test results to make predictions to set up further comparative and fair tests.
● Reporting and presenting findings from enquiries, including conclusions, causal relationships and explanations of and degree of trust in results, in oral and

written forms such as displays and other presentations.
● Identifying scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or arguments.

Science Electricity

● Associate the
brightness of a lamp
or the volume of a
buzzer with the
number and voltage
of cells used in the
circuit

● Compare and give
reasons for
variations in how
components
function, including
the brightness of
bulbs, the loudness
of buzzers and the

Light

● Recognise that
light appears to
travel in straight
lines

● Use the idea that
light travels in
straight lines to
explain that objects
are seen because
they give out or
reflect light into the
eye

● Explain that we
see things
because light
travels from light
sources to our

Evolution and
Inheritance

● Recognise that
living things
have changed
over time and
that fossils
provide
information
about living
things that
inhabited the
Earth millions
of years ago

● Recognise that
living things
produce
offspring of the
same kind, but

Living things and
their habitats

● Describe how
living things are
classified into
broad groups
according to
common
observable
characteristics and
based on
similarities and
differences,
including
micro-organisms,
plants and animals

● Give reasons for
classifying plants
and animals based

Animals, including
humans

● Identify and name
the main parts of
the human
circulatory system,
and describe the
functions of the
heart, blood
vessels and blood

● Recognise the
impact of diet,
exercise, drugs
and lifestyle on the
way their bodies
function

● Describe the ways
in which nutrients
and water are

RSE

● To consider
puberty and
reproduction.

● Exploring the
importance of
communication
and
respect in
relationships.

● To consider
different ways
people might start
a family.

● To explore
positive and
negative ways of
communicating
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on/off position of
switches

● Use recognised
symbols when
representing a
simple circuit in a
diagram.

eyes or from light
sources to objects
and then to our
eyes

● Use the idea that
light travels in
straight lines to
explain why
shadows have the
same shape as the
objects that cast
them.

normally
offspring vary
and are not
identical to
their parents

● Identify how
animals and
plants are
adapted to suit
their
environment in
different ways
and that
adaptation may
lead to
evolution.

on specific
characteristics.

transported within
animals, including
humans.

in a relationship.

Computing We are adventure
gamers.

- Making a
text-based
adventure game.

We are
computational
thinkers.

- Mastering
algorithms for
searching,
sorting and
mathematics.

We are
advertisers.

- Creating a
short
television
advert.

We are network
technicians.

- Exploring
computer
networks
including the
internet.

We are travel writers.
- Using media

and mapping
to document a
trip.

We are publishers.
- Creating a

magazine.

History The Victorians
● To understand and apply historical

terminology accurately within their
work/projects.

WW2
● Use reliable sources to find out more

about the past.

Ancient Greeks
● Evaluate sources and its reliability.
● Can explain how and why we have

varying sources.
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● Use evidence to support answers and
ideas about the past.

● Describe similarities and differences
within History.

● Describe how the past has affected us
today
Make links between areas of the past
(political, social, etc).

● Can provide an overview of the themes
and events with a range of periods.

● Order significant events and dates on a
timeline.

● Identify and compare changes within
History, either within periods of
History or across them.

● Understand that some events were
happening at the same time in
different locations.

● Can date, label and sequence
events.

● Use documents and sources
(photos, archives, artefacts, internet,
books, music, pictures, etc) to
support facts and research.

● Choose reliable sources to support
ideas.

● Investigate own ideas by creating
own questions.

● Can independently reach a valid
conclusion about a topic/event.

● Can comment on the reliability of
sources.

● Can provide valid reasons for changes
and developments within history.

● Can explain the role of cause and effect
as well as its significance.

● Describe events using writing, drawing,
role-play, diagrams, etc.

● Write factual information about an event
they have learnt about.

● Use ICT to research into a project and
create their own presentation.

● Describe events and history of the
Olympics starting in Athens to present
day.

Geography Our Changing World

Children develop their
analytical skills by
comparing areas of
the UK with areas
outside of the UK.

Trade and
Economics

Children deepen
their understanding
of the difference
between physical

The Amazing Americas

Pupils should extend their knowledge
and understanding beyond the local
area to include the United Kingdom and
Europe, North and South America.
They will begin to explore the concept

Raging Rivers

Athens Riviera
Children will locate a range of the world’s
most significant human and physical features.
Explain how physical features have formed,
why they are significant and how they can
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They will have a
deeper knowledge of
diverse places,
people, resources,
natural, and human
environments. They
can make links to
places outside of the
UK and where they
live. Children are
encouraged to
conduct independent
research, asking and
answering questions.

and human
geography. They
can explain the
terminology of both
aspects of
geography with a
range of examples.
They spend time
exploring human
geography and the
impact humans
have on the world.
They focus on trade
links, resources and
the distribution of
resources around
the world.

of tourism and its impact. Children can
develop contextual knowledge of the
location of globally significant places –
both terrestrial and marine.

Children develop their understanding of
recognising and identifying key physical
and human geographical features of the
world; how these are interdependent
and how they bring about spatial
variation and change over time.

change. Children can understand how these
are interdependent and how they bring about
spatial variation and change over time.
Children will deepen their understanding of
the interaction between physical and human
processes, and of the formation and use of
landscapes and environments.

Art Artist – Charles Rennie Mackintosh
- Sketch (lightly) before painting to combine

line and colour.
- Use the qualities of materials to enhance

ideas.
- Show life-like qualities and real-life

proportions or, if more abstract, provoke
different interpretations.

Artist – Leonardo da Vinci
- Painting / Drawing
- Colour palettes
- Colours, tones and tints for mood
- Perspective
- Drawing styles
- Use brush techniques and the

qualities of paint to create texture.

Artist – Picasso
- Collage
- Visual vs tactile
- Mixing textures
- Choose a style of drawing suitable for

the work (e.g. realistic or
impressionistic).
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- Use the qualities of watercolour and
acrylic paints to create visually interesting
pieces.

- Show pattern and texture by adding dots
and lines.

- Develop a personal style of painting,
drawing upon ideas from other
artists.

- Show how the work of those studied
was influential in both society and to
other artists.

DT Haberdashery
- Sewing Skills & Sewing Safety.
- Choose from a range of stitching

techniques.
- Combine previously learned techniques to

create pieces.
- Interpreting designs.

Model building
- Design and build - Anderson shelter
- Joining different materials.
- Planning and evaluating work.
- Taking inspiration and interpreting

designs.

Greek Masks
- Mix textures (rough and smooth, plain

and patterned).
- Combine visual and tactile qualities.
- Use tools to carve and add shapes,

texture and pattern.

French Complex questions and answers
Qu’est ce que tu aimes?
Bon appetite, les glaces.
Les passe-temps.

NO FRENCH Transition French and assessment.
Quelle est la matiere preferee, Qu’est-ce que tu
portes?
Revisit the years learning!

PSHE Demonstrate more confidently that they
recognise their own worth, support others in
recognising theirs, and identify an demonstrate
ways to face new challenges.

Respond to, or challenge negative
behaviours such as stereotyping and
aggression, and realise and be able to
explain the consequences of anti-social and
aggressive behaviours such as bullying and
racism on individuals and communities.
 

Identify different types of relationships for
themselves and others, and show ways to
maintain good relationships and to support
others with their relationships.

Discuss some of the bodily and emotional
changes at puberty and understand how they
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Understand and describe what democracy is,
institutions that support it locally and nationally
and how it happens. 

Express their views confidently, and show how
their views can develop in the light of listening to
others.
 
 
Talk about a wider range of jobs, explain their
interests and how they will develop skills to work
in the future, and demonstrate how to look after
and save money.
 
Make and explain choices, with more confidence
and independence, about how to develop healthy
lifestyles.

Recognise and describe the nature and
consequences of bullying, express ways of
responding to it, and support others to do so.
 
Identify and explain some factors that affect
emotional health and wellbeing, and strategies
for dealing with them.
 
Make judgements and decisions and list and
describe some ways, for themselves and for

Take a lead role in researching, discussing
and debating topical issues, problems and
events.
 
Understand why and how rules are made
and enforced (in different contexts), why
different rules are needed in different
situations, and take a lead role in making
and changing rules.
 
Appreciate and explain the range of
national, regional, religious and ethnic
identities in the United Kingdom and
describe some of the different beliefs and
values in society.
 
Understand that and describe how
resources can be allocated in different ways
and how these economic choices affect
individuals, communities and the
sustainability of the environment.
 
List a range of  substances and drugs that
are legal and illegal, including those which
are commonly available, describe some of
their effects and risks, and explain how to
manage the risks in different familiar
situations.

might affect them, and demonstrate some
ways of dealing with these in a positive way.

Explore and comment on how the media
present information.

Demonstrate respect and tolerance towards
others, resolve differences, and support others
to resolve differences, by looking at
alternatives, making decisions and explaining
choices.
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others, of resisting negative peer pressure
around issues affecting their health and
wellbeing.
 

RE Christianity – How did
Jesus’ teaching
challenge people?

What would Jesus do?

Christmas – What do
the Gospels say about
the birth of Jesus?

Buddism – What is
the Buddist way of
life?

Easter – Why did
Jesus have to die?

Christianity – Adam,
Eve, Christmas,
Easter: What are the
connections?

Islam – How do the
pillars of Islam help
Muslims live a good
life?

PE / Games Unit 1 - Cognitive
FMS - Coordination
and agility.
I can review, analyse,
and evaluate my own
and other’s strengths
and weaknesses and I
can read and react to
different game
situations as they
develop.

Unit 2 - Creative
FMS - Static balance.
I can effectively
disguise what I am
about to do next.

I can use variety and
creativity to engage an
audience.

I can respond
imaginativly to different
situations, adapting
and adjusting my

Unit 3 - Social
FMS - Dynamic
balance and
counterbalance.
I can involve
others and
motivate those
around me to
perform better.

I can give and
receive sensitive
feedback to

Unit 4 - Applying
Physical FMS - Static
balance and
dynamic balance to
agility.
I can effectively
transfer skills and
movements across a
range of activities and
sports.

I can perform a variety
of skills consistently
and effectively in

Unit 5 - Health and
Fitness
FMS - Static balance
and coordination.
I can explain how
individuals need
different types and
levels of fitness to be
more effective in their
activity/role/event.

I can plan and follow
my own basic fitness
programme.

Unit 6 - Personal
FMS - Agility and
Coordination.
I can create my own
learning plan and
revise that plan when
necessary.

I can accept critical
feedback and make
changes.

I can see all new
challenges as
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I have a clear idea how
to develop my own and
others’ work.

I can recognise and
suggest patterns of
play, which will increase
chances if success and
I can develop methods
to outwit opponents.

I can understand ways
to judge performance
and I can identify
specific parts to
continue to work upon.

I can use my
awareness of space
and others to make
good decisions.

skills, movements or
tactics so they are
different from or in
contrast to others.

I can link actions and
develop sequences of
movements that
express my own ideas.

I can change tactics,
rules or tasks to make
activities more fun or
challenging.

improve myself
and others.

I can negotiate and
collaborate
appropriately.
I cooperate well
with others and
give helpful
feedback.

I help organise
roles and
responsibilities and
I can guide a small
group through a
task.

challenging or
competitive situations.

I can use
combinations of skills
confidently in sport
specific contexts.

I can perform a range
of skills fluently and
accurately in practice
situations.
I can perform a variety
of movements and
skills with good body
tension.

I can link actions
together so that they
flow in running,
jumping and throwing
activities.

I can self select and
perform appropriate
warm up and cool
down activities.

I can identify possible
dangers when
planning an activity.

I can describe the
basic fitness
components and
explain how often and
how long I should
exercise to be healthy.

I can record and
monitor how hard I am
working.

opportunities to learn
and develop.

I can recognise my
strengths and
weaknesses and can
set myself appropriate
targets.

I cope well and react
positively when things
become difficult.
I can persevere with a
task and I can improve
my performance
through regular
practice.

Music Happy
Music that makes you
happy

Classroom Jazz
Bacharach Anorak and
Meet The Blues

A New Year Carol
Benjamin Britten’s
music

Reflect, Rewind and
Replay
Revision of music and
performance

Year 6 Production

Musical Theatre
Sound effects
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